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News release 01-10-16

BlueLabs becomes development partner to Free2Move

BlueLabs and Free2Move have signed a cooperation agreement in Bluetooth wireless
communication. As a result, BlueLabs will develop customer applications and modifications
for products in Free2Move’s portfolio.

Free2Move’s products include a serial port plug that uses Bluetooth to make PC’s and other
electronic units wireless and a Bluetooth-based LAN access point. BlueLabs, which develops
Bluetooth applications, has extensive experience in development projects in both telecom
and product-development industry.

“By cooperating with BlueLabs, we can provide complete solutions to the market,” says Per-
Arne Wiberg, President of Free2Move. “We selected BlueLabs as a partner because of its
high level of competence and experience in the development of high-technology systems.”

“By cooperating with Free2Move, we can cut development times in our projects by utilizing
fully developed technology,” says Otto Lilja, Bluetooth Project Manager at BlueLabs. “We
anticipate great potential in the development of Bluetooth-based systems and are now
beginning to see many interesting Bluetooth products. In particular, we can expect to see
many new Bluetooth applications in the industrial sector in the near future.”

Interest in the products Free2Move has developed to date is great and they are being used in
a number of customer applications, as evident at this week’s Scandinavian Technical Fair in
Stockholm.

More information:
Otto Lilja, Bluetooth Project Manager, BlueLabs,Tel: +46 733 67 51 11
Per-Arne Wiberg, President, Free2Move, Tel: +46 70 22 03 382

BlueLabs BlueLabs is a high technology company specializing in intelligent communication.
BlueLabs develops technically creative, advanced solutions in the business areas
Embedded, Mobility, Systems and Strategy that help customers to be innovative and further
develop their businesses. BlueLabs, with around 330 employees and offices in Boden,
Gothenburg, Linköping, Luleå, Malmö, Pajala and Stockholm, is part of the Frontec Group.

Free2Move offers cost-effective wireless systems primarily for industry. Its focus is on
innovative solutions with Bluetooth and RFID. Free2Move has a number of products for OEM
integration that shorten the time to market for end products. Its program currently ranges
from Bluetooth products to LAN access points and embedded systems.


